
Important warning for Vehicle Covers 

 

1. Check the size and applicability of your vehicle to this product before purchasing, 

especially when the vehicle is being tailored or modified.  

 

2. DO NOT allow this cover to come into contact with hot exhausts, engine parts or sharp 

objects.  

 

3. Ensure headlights are off and tailpipe cools down before covering.  

 

4. Make sure the vehicle is clean and free of dirt, resin, dust or poor paints as dirty or dusty 

paintwork may cause scratches while the cover is flapping or being removed.  Please 

take extra care when moving the cover on or from the vehicle.       

 

5. Make sure the cover is well positioned and fitted to your vehicle, especially under windy 

conditions as severely and repeatedly flapping of the cover may cause scratches to the 

paint.  

 

6. DO NOT cover the vehicle if it is wet.  

 

7. DO NOT cover the vehicle until the repainted or waxed surface or lacquer paint is 

complete dried out.  It is best to check with your painter or body shop for 

recommended “cure time” before using.  

 

8. DO NOT leave your vehicle covered for long period.  It is always worth removing the 

cover every 3 to 4 days to help dry everything off and allow air circulation as moisture is 

in the atmosphere every minute inside and outside and could cause problems of 

condensation and may damage the paint.  

 

9. To prolong product life, DO NOT expose the cover to abnormal hot or cold weather 

condition for long period, recommend ambient temperature range within -20 ~ +50.  

 

10. DO NOT attempt to remove the cover immediately if the cover is frozen to the vehicle in 

extreme cold conditions.  Recommend to pour warm water over the vehicle and take 

extra care during removing process to avoid damaging the vehicle surface.     

 

11. Park your covered vehicle away from any object with acid element, which could cause 

the cover dissolving and indirectly damage the vehicle.     

 



12. The cover must be properly utilized and maintained from the time of purchase. Abuse or 

misuse could shorten the life or influence the performance of the product. 

 

13. In the event of prolonged parking on public roads it’s warm advisable to make the 

license plate visible to avoid potential administrative sanctions. If the vehicle is parked 

where there is the obligation to exhibit the parking disk, the latter must be visible as 

well. 

 

 

Cleaning Steps 

1. Take off cover from your vehicle and place it on flat surface. 

2. Use damp cloth to clean up with water. 

3. Make sure cover is completely dry after clean. 

 

Cleaning Notice 

-“DO NOT USE PETROL, SOLVENTS, SOFTENER OR ANY TYPE OF ACID.” 

-“DO NOT DRY CLEAN BY MACHINE/ DO NOT BLEACH/ DO NOT IRON.” 

 

Neither the manufacturer nor the retailer and importer can be held responsible or liable for 

consequential, incidental, or indirect damages, either personal or propriety resulting from 

the installation or improper use of this product. 


